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A new solver based on the high-resolution scheme with novel treatments of source terms and interface capture for the
Savage-Hutter model is developed to simulate granular avalanche flows. The capability to simulate flow spread and deposit
processes is verified through indoor experiments of a two-dimensional granular avalanche. Parameter studies show that reduction
in bed friction enhances runout efficiency, and that lower earth pressure restraints enlarge the deposit spread. The April 9, 2000,
Yigong avalanche in Tibet, China, is simulated as a case study by this new solver. The predicted results, including evolution
process, deposit spread, and hazard impacts, generally agree with site observations. It is concluded that the new solver for the
Savage-Hutter equation provides a comprehensive software platform for granular avalanche simulation at both experimental and
field scales. In particular, the solver can be a valuable tool for providing necessary information for hazard forecasts, disaster
mitigation, and countermeasure decisions in mountainous areas.
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1       Introduction

Large scale mass movements such as landslides, avalanches,
and debris flows are common in mountainous regions world-
wide. Usually triggered by earthquake or heavy rainfall,
they can threaten critical infrastructure such as dams and
power stations, and can even threaten human life. At least
12000 landslides from a total of 40000-50000 during the
Wenchuan earthquake in 2008 caused damage [1]. The
Daguangbao landslide, which carried approximately 750×106
m3 of granular material, was the world’s largest. The April
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9, 2000, Yigong avalanche in Tibet, China, transported up to
300×106m3 of granular material and formed a natural deposit
dam 10 km away [2,3]. Furthermore, granular avalanche
deposits in gullies with ample loose sediment supply may
increase the solid fraction in the runoff water and thus cause
debris flow. Granular avalanches can also build up high
natural deposit dams, which are then often prone to dam
break from piping or overtopping from the avalanche lake
formed behind. Hence, it is very important to have a credible
software tool available to predict the dynamic processes
of granular avalanches and assess their direct effects and
possible secondary impacts such as debris flow or dam break
flood.
Granular avalanches are made up of cohesionless particles
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of different shapes and sizes. With various particle cluster
structures, granular material may exhibit behaviors in differ-
ent physical regimes dependent on the input energy, such as
granular solids, liquids, or gases [4]. However, the lack in
scientific knowledge of its constitutive law has led to poor
granular avalanche modeling [5,6]. The physical process of
granular avalanches has been treated by some researchers as a
large deformation problem [7], and as a flow problem by oth-
ers [8-10]. In addition, bed erosion entrainment can consider-
ably enhance the volume and energy of granular avalanches.
For example, the Tingshan landslide [11] transported a total
material volume of 20000 m3, yet its initial unstable sliding
block was only about 400 m3. The physical laws and mecha-
nisms in granular materials and flow add difficulty and com-
plexity to this challenging issue.
The thickness of a granular avalanche is usually much less

than its horizontal extent scale. Assuming vertical hydro-
static pressure like in shallow water problems, most granu-
lar avalanche models are derived by vertically integrating the
continuity andmomentum equations from bed to free surface.
In particular, the 1989 Savage-Hutter (SH) model [12] for
snow avalanches was the first to consider two very signifi-
cant factors for granular materials behavior: earth pressure
and Coulomb friction. The SH model’s capacity for simulat-
ing both transport and deposit of granular materials for many
geophysical mass flows led to a break-through in granular
avalanche modeling and laid a solid foundation for other geo-
physical mass flows, such as snow avalanches, debris flows,
and volcanic lava. Since then, a number of advances have
been made. Pudasaini and Hutter [13] added geographic ef-
fects, including gully curvature and twist, into the SH model.
Iverson and Denlinger [9] developed the famous Coulomb
mixture model, with pore water pressure explicitly consid-
ered. The advanced mixture model with pore water pressure
evolution equation and critical state behavior considered was
proposed in 2014 [14]. Pitman and Le [15] and Pudasaini
[16] established two phase depth-averaged equations for de-
bris flow, first applied to study water-soil mixture flow in air
(such as debris flow), and later applied to submarine land-
slide motion to assess the stability of pipe system foundations
[17]. In summary, two directions have emerged for granular
avalanche model development since the 1989 SH model. On
one hand, more accurate physical constitutive laws for gran-
ular material were considered, based either on phenomeno-
logical experiments [18] or on discrete element simulations
[19,20]. In particular, the shear rate-dependent μ(I) model
of Gray and Edwards [21] for the flowing granular material
was suggested and incorporated into the SH model. This de-
velopment turned out very helpful for elucidating fascinating
physical phenomena such as size segregation [22] and roll
waves [23], among others. On the other hand, physics-based
entrainment laws for bed erosion were examined, such as the
Hungr model [24] and Iverson’s jump entrainment law [25].

These new advances are pivotal for simulating granular flow
in realistic natural environments.
As for numerical approach, Savage and Hutter [26] were

the first to use algorithms based on the Lagrangian view-
point, and modeled a steep profile via the artificial dissipa-
tion method. Based on the SH model’s hyperbolic character-
istics, later numerical methods borrowedmany concepts from
computational gas dynamics, such as Godunov type schemes
[27], in order to capture discontinuities. Pitman et al. [28] nu-
merically solved one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional
(2D) SH models with the monotonic upstream scheme for
conservation laws (MUSCL) method to reconstruct the left
and right Riemann invariants. They used Harten, Lax and van
Leer (HLL) and HLL-contact (HLLC) approximate Riemann
solvers for the Riemann problem with the Davis approxima-
tion to estimate left and right wave speeds [29]. Similarly,
Zhai et al. [30] solved the 2D SHmodel and applied their nu-
merical schemes to numerous experimental scale problems.
Pudasaini et al. [8] constructed the non-oscillatory central
differencing (NOC) schemes for a mixture model with pore
water pressure considered, then successfully applied for dry
and wet granular flow. While Denlinger and Iverson [31] de-
veloped theHLLCRiemann solver for their Coulombmixture
model in 2001, the Roe Riemann solver for their advanced
mixture model was built in 2014 [32]. Both were applied
in a large outdoor flume experiment for debris flows. The
two phase Pitman model exhibits some non-conservative be-
haviors and mixed-type mathematical characteristics. Pelanti
et al. [33,34] developed a relaxation technique and a Roe-
type scheme for the reconstructed Pitman model equation.
While Pudasaini [16] still used the NOC scheme for the two
phase equation with several 1D problems on slopes, Greco
et al. [35] and He et al. [36] similarly solved the mixed-
type governing equations of two phase granular flow by us-
ing the Roe-like Riemann solver. Note that the high-resolu-
tion essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) and weighted-essen-
tially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes [37] in gas dynam-
ics have recently found application in shallow water prob-
lems but not yet in granular avalanche flow problems. In
addition, mesh-free methods such as smoothed particle hy-
drodynamics (SPH) [10] and material point method (MPM)
[38] have now become another potential approach for granu-
lar flow problems. In summary, both theoretical and numer-
ical schemes in granular avalanche modeling are still in an
immature stage. The accuracy of granular avalanche simu-
lation heavily depends on understanding of constitutive law,
size segregation phenomena, and entrainment mechanisms,
among others. Although numerical algorithms such as the
Godunov scheme have found wide applications in granular
flow study, there remain deficiencies in dealing with new con-
stitutive law, discontinuity capture, erosion and entrainment
modeling, and wet/dry front treatment in the same compu-
tational framework. Furthermore, today’s numerical models
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show ability in simulating of well-controlled granular flows,
but not yet in predicting actual granular avalanches in moun-
tainous regions. Thus, in this study a new solver based on the
Godunov-type method is developed to simulate both indoor
and field scale granular avalanches.
This article is arranged as follows. In sect. 2, the novel

solver, including its mathematical equation, numerical
method, and parameter discussion is presented. In sect.
3, indoor experiments are discussed for solver verification
which includes comparison of computations and measure-
ments. Then in sect. 4, a case study using the new solver
is presented: the simulation of the April 9, 2000, Yigong
avalanche in Tibet, China. Finally, concluding remarks are
presented.

2       Mathematical formulation, numerical
method and parametric study

2.1       Mathematical formulation

2.1.1   Governing equation
Based on the hydrostatic pressure assumption, the 1989 SH
model [12] was first derived by integrating the full equation
from bed to free surface for the study of granular avalanches.
While the relationship between lateral stress and vertical
stress is established by using the earth pressure theorem, the
bed resistance was required to obey the Coulomb friction
law. The resultant compact conservative equation reads as:
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where h, u, and v denote flow depth and the depth-averaged
velocity components in two horizontal directions of the gran-
ular avalanche. g g g g= ( , , )x y z

T are the gravity vector com-
ponents. The terms in the source term represent gravity, bed
friction, centrifugal force, and bed variation effects respec-
tively, where z b is the bed elevation, and rx, ry and kx, ky are the

curvature radii and the earth pressure coefficients in stream-
wise and lateral directions, as shown in eqs. (2) and (3).
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where is the internal friction angle, and is the bed friction
angle.
For positive velocity gradients, the active (“ ”) earth pres-

sure coefficient is chosen, while the passive (“+”) earth pres-
sure coefficient is used otherwise.

2.1.2   Remarks on SH model
In the SH model, there are two constitutive characteristics of
granular material available which differ from those of pure
fluids, namely, anisotropic stresses and friction behavior. An
earth pressure coefficient either larger or smaller than unit
governs the lateral constraint and final deposit distribution,
while the bed friction governs the stagnation and runout dis-
tance of granular material. However, pure fluids with a unit
pressure coefficient always keep running in a region with-
out boundary. In regard to flowing granular material, also
termed as granular liquids, it is controversial whether these
two assumptions are valid [17,39,40]. For instance, Gray and
Edwards [21], Jop et al. [39], and Forterre and Pouliquen
[41] experimentally proposed the μ(I) rate-dependent friction
law based on a phenomenological model. Others have as-
sumed the earth pressure coefficient as unit, like in the shal-
low water equation [21,42]. Essentially, the two friction pa-
rameters in the SH model mainly govern streamwise/lateral
spread and runout distance, somewhat different from their
role in geomechanics.

2.2       Numerical method

2.2.1   WAF-TVD scheme
Structured Cartesian mesh is used to discretize the whole do-
main. A weighted average flux (WAF) scheme incorporating
the total variation diminishing (TVD) technique is borrowed
[27] to manage the advection term in eq. (1) for a structured
Cartesian mesh. Eq. (1) is thus simplified as:
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If we define the cell averaged value asU x y U x y= 1 d d ,i j,

then the Godunov scheme reads as:
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where Fi j+ ,1
2
and Gi j, + 1

2
are numerical inter-cell fluxes, calcu-

lated via theWAF scheme to achieve a second-order accuracy
as shown in eqs. (6) and (7). Following a first-order Godunov
prediction, a second-order WAF method is used to construct
the numerical flux.
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where Lx t, /2
god and Ly t, /2

god are first-order Godunov operators:
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where s may denote x or y, andK
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is the first-order Godunov

upwind flux.
The operator Lx t, /2

waf denotes the WAF operator:
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Similarly, s may denote x or y, EL and ER are left and right
fluxes, cm is the Courant number for the mth wave in the Rie-
mann solution, Em is the flux jump across themth wave, and
Am is a limiter function for the mth wave to limit the spurious
oscillation which may happen near shocks.
The Riemann solution is calculated via the HLLC approx-

imated Riemann solver as:
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Further detail of the WAF method and the HLLC Riemann
solver can be found in Toro’s monograph [27].
The Davis estimate [28] is chosen for the left, mid-

dle and right wave speed as sL=min(uL−aL, uR−aR),

s s h u s s h u s
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and sR=max(uL+aL, uR+aR).

This Godunov-type method is stable with the CFL condi-
tion satisfied.

a t
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a t
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2
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For CFL number of 0.2, the computations are found to be

stable for all cases in this study.

2.2.2   Splitting step integration
Granular flows can adjust themselves when deposit takes
place on variable mild slopes since the friction mechanisms
differ from those in the shallow water problem. It is implied
that a numerical scheme does not need to obey the C-prop-
erty, considerably important in the shallow water problem
[43]. Thus, the Strang splitting step method is used to handle
the source term here:
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To realize the Strang splitting step calculation, a half time
step is first implemented tomarch forward the advection oper-
ator (termed as L), then integration of the source term (termed
as S) is followed for sub-time steps, and finally another half
time step for the advection term is implemented once again.
In all of the numerical examples in this study, the computa-
tion is stable with one time step for the source term when the
CFL number is 0.2.

2.2.3   Interface treatment
The interface between material and open region must be
treated properly. Recent decades have seen rapid progress
in the thin layer method for this issue, including Bradford
and Sanders [44], Iverson and Denlinger [9], and Zhai et al.
[30] for hydraulic, debris, and granular flows, respectively.
The depth and velocity calculations in the thin layer method
should be suitably designed to render the above algorithm
accurate and stable.
The interface treatment in this study is similar to themethod

shown in refs. [27,30]. For instance, when facing positive
x direction, a rarefaction wave transports towards the left
if the right cell has zero depth. Using the Riemann invari-
ant for the interface, we can obtain the propagating speed as
s u a= + 2L L to replace the estimated right-going wave speed
in the HLLC Riemann solver.
Instead of a complicated interface location technique,

we prefer to propose a novel modified thin layer method
[30,44,45] to overcome dry bed difficulty. First, we define
a minimum depth hmin in almost dry region. For cell depth
less than hmin, there are two possible circumstances. When
the depth of all the neighboring cells is smaller than hmin, we
assume flow stops there. Otherwise, when some neighboring
cells hold a depth larger than hmin, the mass conservation
equation is calculated without outflow and the velocity is
extrapolated from the deepest neighboring cell. In this way,
we can avoid nonphysical results such as negative depth cell,
which happens in the method given by Zhai et al. [30] if both
inflow and outflow are calculated for the mass conservation
equation. We found that this treatment ensures computational
stability until hmin is 10−5.
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2.3       Parametric study

The SH model contains two physical parameters: bed fric-
tion angle and internal friction angle. A series of cases are
designed to examine the effects of both internal friction and
bed friction angle on runout behavior.
An inclined plane is connected to an open horizontal

runout surface with a transition arc zone in between as
shown in Figure 1. The plane size is 25 m × 40 m with 45°
inclination angle. The transition zone lies between 25 and
30 m (shown by the red dashed line), while the remaining
part is the runout zone. A hemisphere-shaped granular mass
with radius 2.5 m is heaped at (7.5 m, 20 m) (shown as a
contour line in Figure 1) to model the unstable landslide.
We first assume a 35° internal friction angle. Bed friction

angles of 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, and 35° are chosen to study
runout behavior.
Figure 2 plots deposition pattern at the center line (Y =

20 m) for all the cases. There is clearly evident growth of
runout distance with  the reduction in  bed friction angle.  In

Figure 1         (Color online) Schematic diagram for runout tests. Contour lines
denote the initial position where unstable granular materials are placed. The
region between dashed lines is the transition zone, while the regions at the
left and right are the inclined plane of 45° and the runout zone, respectively.

Figure 2         (Color online) Final deposition pattern at the center line for dif-
ferent bed frictions (10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30° and 35°), with an internal friction
angle of 35°.

addition, the spread of landslides with a smaller bed friction
angle extend wider, with a lower final maximum height.
Secondly, we assume the bed friction angle as 20°. Then,

internal friction angles of 20°, 25°, 30°, and 35° are chosen to
analyze runout and deposition behaviors. Figure 3 shows de-
posit patterns at the center line (Y = 20 m). Averaged runout
distances with the same bed friction angle but different inter-
nal friction angles are found to be almost the same, however,
the deposit varies greatly. Larger internal friction causes a
wider spread with a lower maximum height in the streamwise
direction.
The final deposit is a stagnation picture of the flowing gran-

ular materials on the runout zone, governed by the lateral con-
straint. The earth pressure in the main body of granular flow
is in the active regime, while those in the front and tail re-
gions are in the passive regime on the slope. Figure 4 shows
the active and passive earth pressure coefficients as a function
of bed friction angle or internal friction angle. The passive
earth pressure coefficient increases with the internal friction
angle, and is always larger than 1.0, while the active earth
pressure coefficient decreases with internal friction value, and
can be as small as about 0.5. The smaller active earth pres-
sure constraint in the lateral direction causes a wider deposit
extension, as in Figure 3. The wider extension behavior in
Figure 2 can also be understood by the same mechanism from
Figure 4(a).
Runout efficiency (RE), defined as the ratio of runout dis-

tance to the initial height, is an important quantity in the as-
sessment of avalanche hazards [25]. With two other series
of cases for inclination angles of 30° and 60° computed, the
relationship between RE and bed friction angle obtained is
shown in Figure 5. We find that RE increases with the reduc-
tion of bed friction. For rough bed friction larger than 15°,
RE never exceeds 2-3, implying that landslide stops right at
or near the toe of a slope. For smooth bed friction cases, RE
can be greater than 3, meaning that the landslide may travel a

Figure 3         (Color online) Final deposit height at the center line for different
internal friction angles (20°, 25°, 30°, and 35°) with bed friction angle of
20°.
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Figure 4         (Color online) Active and passive earth pressure coefficients as a function of bed friction with internal friction of 35° (a), and as a function of internal
friction with bed friction angle of 20° (b).

Figure 5         (Color online) Runout efficiency (RE) versus bed friction angle
for different slopes with angles 30°, 45°, and 60°. RE is defined as the ratio
of runout distance to initial failure height.

long way prior to stopping. For giant landslides, avalanches
or debris flows with volumes of larger than 106 m3 either with
or without water,  RE can be as large  as 10 according  to
the records [9,46]. The mechanism of giant long runout phe-
nomena, such as acoustic fluidization by Melosh [46], air lu-
brication by Shreve [47] or soil liquefaction by Iverson and
LaHusen [48] is still under discussion. However, it can be
concluded that simulation is possible simply by setting a low
equivalent bed friction angle in the SH model. However, fur-
ther study of long runout behavior is necessary.

3       Indoor experiment verification

The new solver was first tested by 1D dam break and granular
avalanche interaction simulations in ref. [49].
For further verification, we prefer to compare the simu-

lation of two-dimensional granular avalanches with experi-
ments performed on a planar slope with runout zone by Koch
et al. [50] for two types of granular material. The planar
slope with inclination 45° was 3 m long and 2 m wide with a
strip-type transition zone between 1.75 and 2.15 m, while the
runout zone was entirely horizontal. At the center line of the
above section, a hemisphere cap with a radius 18.5 cm was

used as the initial unstable granular material. The avalanche
processes were recorded by high speed camera.
The No. 1 experiment with marmor granule about

5 mm in diameter is numerically simulated with pa-
rameters = 42 ° and = 39 ° from tilting experiments.
Figure 6 shows the numerical results at six typical moments.
The experiment results for the boundary zone are also shown
in Figure 6, with circles denoting cells filled with at least
one layer of particles and triangles denoting cells filled with
particles only in a half. The unstable granular block in the
hemisphere quickly rushed out and then slowed down in the
runout zone. Figure 6 shows the formation of a “shock wave”
when granular materials at the rear catch up with those in
front in the runout zone—very similar to what happens in gas
dynamics. In general, the simulated granular avalanche pro-
cesses coincide well with the experiments. More specifically,
numerical results for the front and tail seemed to be better
than those for lateral spread on the slope. In the transition
and runout zones, the simulated front of granular flow is
well-positioned, while the simulated tail and lateral spread
show some deviation from the experiments. Furthermore,
the circles are found to better agree with the simulated front
and tail boundary. In contrast, triangles representing granular
flows only with collision as the main particle interaction
mechanism are beyond the continuum regime of SH theory.
In summary, the new solver can simulate fundamental be-

havior of flow and deposit of granular avalanches as com-
pared with indoor experiments, including elapse time, deposit
depth, and extent. However, lateral spread prediction is not
as satisfactory as longitudinal, implying that the earth pres-
sure theory in soil mechanics may need further revision for
granular material flow regimes.

4       Case study: Yigong’s field scale avalanche

On April 9, 2000, a giant, fast, long runout avalanche swept
through Yigong County in Tibet, China. A weathered deposit
of rock debris as  high as 3000 m above  the Yigong River 
suddenly collapsed and rushed down a gully, eroding the bed
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Figure 6         (Color online) Depth evolution of No. 1 granular avalanche of Koch’s experiment: numerical and experimental comparison. Depth contour is
depicted by color, with bottom value as the particle diameter (0.005 m). The region between the red dashed lines is the transition zone. The moments of (a)-(f)
are 0.6 s, 0.84 s, 1.04 s, 1.23 s, 1.62 s, and 2.46 s, respectively.

and side banks. Finally, granular material blocked the Yigong
River and formed a deposit dam of 4.6 km long, 3 km wide
and 60 m thick on average with a total bulk volume about 3.8
× 108 m3. A dam break happened nearly two months later,
raising the water surface 55 m in Yigong Lake [2,3,51].
The elevation data of NASA’s global digital elevation

model (GDEM) based on advanced spaceborne thermal
emission and reflection radiometer (ASTER) is used in this
study (as shown in Figure 7(a)), which is deemed sufficiently
detailed information for this particular landslide and deposit.
Because no erosion is taken into account in the SH model,
the total volume can only be roughly estimated at the failure
position where the unstable landslide happened. It is very
likely that the large runout distance of giant avalanches with
volumes larger than 106 m3 can be attributed to low bed
friction, only one of the possible mechanisms among others
(such as acoustic fluidization by Melosh [46], air lubrication
by Shreve [47], or soil liquefaction by Iverson and LaHusen
[48]). Up to now, the bed friction value for a giant avalanche
has typically been obtained through experience or calibration.
Lucas et al. [52] made statistical examinations on many long
runout giant avalanches, landslides, and debris flows, and

summarized a volume-dependent friction law for giant land-
slide motion. According to Lucas, the 3.8×108 m3 avalanche
should be governed by an equivalent friction angle of about
11.3°. By considering this theory, several simulations with
bed friction angles of 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20° were chosen for
calibration against the runout distance. Final depositions of
Yigong’s avalanche are shown in Figure 8. By comparing
the simulated results of deposit spread and depth with the
observations, a suitable bed friction angle of = 12.5 ° and
an internal friction angle of = 25 ° were found for the
Yigong avalanche.
With the selected parameters, the full transport and de-

posit processes are simulated numerically using a mesh of
400×1000, with depth evolution at 4 monitoring positions
(Pos 1, Pos 2, Pos 3 and Pos 4) in Yigong River, as shown
in Figure 7(b). Figure 9 plots snapshots of the Yigong land-
slide. After the initial slide on the hill, the slide acceler-
ates very quickly along the gully, and collides with the gorge
bank. Then it slows down on the runout zone, maintains mo-
mentum, and finally deposits across the Yigong River. The
Yigong River is almost fully blocked by loose soil deposited
along the gully upward until the narrow gorge. The temporal
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Figure 7         (Color online) Reconstructed computational topographic map based on ASTER GDEM elevation data (a), and 4 monitoring positions of Yigong
avalanches are indicated by star symbols (b).

Figure 8         (Color online) Deposition patterns of calibrated cases with different bed friction angles. (a)-(d) Correspond the bed friction of 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20°,
respectively. Depth distribution in meters is represented by different color shown in the scaleplate.

evolution of depth at the four positions is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 11 plots the final deposit distribution.
From Figure 10, the leading edge of the granular avalanche

reaches the Yigong River in about 1 min and continues to ac-
cumulate for another 1 min, then the main avalanche body
arrives with considerable momentum. Finally, the depth ac-
cumulates as high as 100 m and some of the material moves
forward, leaving other granular material deposited to form a
dammed lake. The duration from start to end is approximately
3 min. The final avalanche forms a loudspeaker-shaped de-
posit with the upper side at the gorge and the bottom in the
Yigong River, as shown in Figure 11.
In the simulation, the time duration from initiation to fi-

nal stop is shown in both Figures 9 and 10. The widest de-

posit spans about 3.2 km along the Yigong River channel,
and spreads about 6 km from the gorge to the river as shown
in Figure 11. The site survey [2,3,51] shows that the final
deposit of the event lasting around 3 min was also a loud-
speaker-shaped bulk with a 3-km wide front in the Yigong
River and about 4.6 km long from the front to the gorge, as for
example seen in Figure 7 in ref. [51]. Furthermore, the simu-
lated depths in Yigong River at Pos 1, Pos 2 and Pos 3 are be-
tween 60 and 90 m, close to the actual depth of 50-80 m [51].
In summary, the simulated total duration, runout distance,
and final deposit distribution of the avalanche event coincide
fairly well with the field observations.
However, some deviations are evident in the simulation.

The front  of the numerical  result seems to  be more diverse
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Figure 9         (Color online) Simulated overviews of depth evolution (in meters) of Yigong avalanche at different moments. (a)-(h) Correspond to
0 s, 32 s, 42 s, 60 s, 114 s, 154 s, 183 s, and 205 s, respectively.

Figure 10         (Color online) Simulated depth evolution at 4 monitoring posi-
tions in Yigong River. The first arrival of the avalanche is about 1 min after
failure, and the main body of the avalanche arrives after another 1 min.

Figure 11         (Color online) Simulated final deposit distribution in meters. D
denotes the position of the gorge, and the formed dam across the Yigong
River mainly lies in region ABC.
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than field observation, and the deposit area on the left Yigong
River bank is narrower than reality. There are two main ex-
planations for these discrepancies. First, the eroded material
is deposited at a higher position in the numerical simulation
than in reality. Second, the role of water gives rise to ex-
cess hydraulic pore pressure to accelerate the landslide along
the slope, while pore pressure dissipation in the runout zone
slows down the landslide. These phenomena, however, are
ignored in the SHmodel. So the physical mechanism of flow-
ing granular materials, either in bulk or at the bed interface,
needs further improvements for better prediction. However,
the simulations based on the SH model have already been
shown to provide valuable information for hazard forecast-
ing and mitigation.

5       Conclusion

Based on the Savage-Hutter model and the high resolution
algorithm in computational gas dynamics with novel treat-
ments of source terms and interface problem, a software plat-
form is established to simulate both indoor experimental and
field scale granular avalanches. The new solver is verified
and validated by comparison of simulated two-dimensional
avalanches of granular materials with experiments.
Systematic study on the roles of the two parameters in SH

model shows that the bed friction governs runout distance
while the internal friction mainly controls deposit spread ex-
tent. We find that runout efficiency is enhanced by reducing
bed friction angle but is nearly independent of internal fric-
tion angle. The deposit distribution is wider for smaller earth
pressure coefficients, which may result from a larger internal
friction angle.
As a case study, the giant Yigong avalanche is well simu-

lated, with results generally comparable to the field observa-
tions of material transport and deposit during the event. The
Yigong avalanche lasts about 3 min for both observation and
simulation, and the calculated final distribution shape, scale,
and average depth of the deposit essentially agree with the site
survey. Thus, it can be concluded that the new solver is gen-
erally capable of simulating both indoor experimental scale
and geological scale granular avalanche. The runout analysis
of giant granular avalanches may provide useful information
regarding deposition behavior for hazard forecasting and mit-
igation in mountainous regions.
However, some deficiencies remain for field scale

avalanche prediction. Consequently, the constitutive law
and entrainment behavior of flowing granular materials
require further exploration. Other issues such as fluidization,
liquefaction, and size segregation along with their computer
implementation are more challenging, and must be explored
for future improved simulation of granular avalanche phe-
nomena.
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